
Media Stations
Xpressions® 223 Workstation

Xpressions® Monster Monitor Mount

The Xpressions® 223™ Workstation is both unique and functional. The Xpressions® Frame with folding black 
counter top and vertical monitor mount combine for a sturdy but portable workstation solution. Covered in 
Xpressions® fabric graphics, the counter and the vertical monitor mount carry your brand 360 degrees. This 
workstation doesn’t have a bad side! Easy access through the back of the skin allows for storage inside where 
you will find a small convenient shelf*. The Xpressions® 223™ Workstation goes with every other Xpressions® 
displays and works just as well with other types of exhibits. It looks complete when used on it’s own or in groups 
of workstations. Xpressions® 223™ Workstation is different. It’s functional and it’s familiar all at the same time. 
A reliable portable workstation from the display line that truly defies tradition.

A Monster Monitor Requires A Monster Tower.
As the rental and purchase price of monitors goes down their presence at tradeshows is increasing along with 
their size! Large-sized monitors are everywhere. A monster monitor needs a monster stand and Xpressions 
Monster Monitor tower is up to the challenge. Holds up to a 55” monitor (we’ve used a 60” with no problem!) 
Best part about this strong monitor tower is that it’s Xpressions... Up fast and down even faster and it’s style 
matches your Xpressions display perfectly!

Counter Frame

Open: 24” x 24” x 36”h

Collapsed: 5” x 5” x 36”h

Counter Top

Open: 24” x 24” x 1”

Collapsed: 12” x 24” x 1”

Monitor Stand

Open: 7” x 7” x 20.5”h

Collapsed: 5” x 5” x 20.5”h

Bracket (For mounting computer) 7” x 7” x 15.5”h

Material: Aluminum/Sintra

Color: Black

Shipping Box

Size: 15” x 15” x 45”

Specifications

Specifications

72”

20.5”

36”

Total Weight 25lbs.

Tower 10lbs

Monitor Mount 10lbs

Shelf 5lbs

Dimensions

Tower 24”d x 30”w x 88”h (open) 7”d x 5”w x 63”L (collapsed)

Monitor Mount 30” x 30” (open)

Black Shelf 28.5” x 12” (open)

Color Black

Shipping Box Size 10 x 10 x 66



Media Stations

Enhance the experience of your graphic display with iPad Kiosks as media stations for your audience.  Create 
multiple interactive areas or add to the multi-media direction you have designed for your event. Expand your 
message, continue the conversation on social media avenues or give visitors a place to catch up.

iPad Kiosk

iPad Clam Shell

Graphic Option Size

Front Graphic,Controltac
(on front of stand)

5” x 40”

iPad Holder Halo, White Sintra w/graphics 
(around ipad clamshell holder)

13” x 17”**

iPad Holder Halo, Black Sintra w/graphics 
(around ipad clamshell holder)

13” x 17”**

White Sintra w/graphics 
(on iPad holder clamshell face) †

8.25” x 11.75”

Black Sintra w/graphics
(on iPad holder clamshell face, Black Sintra 

requires extra flood of white ink) †

8.25” x 11.75”

White or Black Sintra blank
(on iPad holder clamshell face) †

8.25” x 11.75”

† Protects iPad from accidental or unauthorized home button access.
** Custom shapes available. Call for a quote.

Shipping Weight
Without Shipping case: 24lbs.
(add 2 - 5 lbs. for box and packing)
With Shipping case: 58lbs

Kiosk breaks down into three segments to ship, Base, 
Support and iPad clamshell holder.
(Note: Base is actually two pieces.)

Colors:
Black & Silver

Material:
Steel/Aluminum

Shipping Box Size:
12” x 12” x 55”

Various iPad Halo Options available.

Increase attendee engagement and stop traffic by incorporating these iPad clamshell style 
holders. The iPad holders mount to extrusion systems like Panoramic or Modul easily.
Custom builders can mount these holders to hard builds for large exhibit spaces or for use in 
museum exhibits. These iPad holders lock for added security during busy events.

Weight 5lbs

Dimensions 1”d x 8.25”w x 12”h (clamshell only)

Extrusion Attachment 5” long

Color Silver

Material Aluminum with powder coated silver


